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What is Storytelling 

To put it simply, storytelling is the use of authentic and real stories by an
organization such as a corporation, large commercial brand or sports team
to grow awareness about their brand and build a strong sense of customer
loyalty. 
 
Storytelling in marketing involves creating a narrative and sharing it through
various channels; from the brand's website, across their social media
profiles, all the way to public relations and paid advertising. 

Three Ways to Use Storytelling to Market Your Sports Team 

1. Share Your Origin Story 
As we've mentioned earlier, every brand has a story. The reason it came to
be and the reason why it continued to exist. Use the storytelling method to
share your origin story, how your team was formed, why it was formed, and
what it stands for. 

2. Share Stories from Your Fans 
Another way to use storytelling is to share stories from your fans. This can
be stories about why they love sports, how they relate to your team, fans
caught using your team's merchandise during the off-season, and more.
You can also prompt them to send stories to you about spending time with
the team and how they feel during and after the game, what motivates them
to come to every match. Stories like these are the best way to reach new
audience and turn them into loyal fans. 
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3. Share Team Member Stories 
Just as your team has a story, so does every team member. Ask them if
they would be willing to share their story with your audience. Whether it's
their reason for getting into your particular sport, how they train without the
team, any struggles or obstacles they've had to overcome, their stories can
inspire and motivate generations of future athletes to come. 

Where to Use Storytelling 

1. Your Website 
When it comes to your website, the ideal places to use storytelling is the
About page, team member profiles, and your blog. Your About page is a
great place to share your origin story and make you instantly more relatable
not only to potential fans but also sponsors and donors. You can also share
individual team member origin stories on their profile pages. 
 
Blog, on the other hand, is a great place to share stories about overcoming
obstacles and finding motivation to keep practicing the sport you love. 

2. Social Media 
Social media is probably the most obvious place to use storytelling,
especially on platforms like Facebook, Instagram, and Youtube. While you
can use storytelling randomly, consider starting up a weekly series that ties
in with a popular hashtag such as #motivationMonday to share stories
about your team on a regular basis. 
 
Social media is also the perfect channel to feature your fans and share their
stories. This motivates them not only to keep coming back and engaging
with your profile but also to re-share the post with their network. 
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3. In Digital and Print Advertising 
Paid advertising can help you sell your next game as well as get on the
radar of potential sponsors. Use storytelling to pique their curiosity and give
them a reason to support you and your team. 

4. In Your Weekly Emails 
Lastly, use storytelling in your weekly emails to stay in touch with your fans
and patrons during the off-season. You can creatively incorporate holidays
and traditions when appropriate as well as share user-generated content ie.
your fans' stories 

5. Obstacle Course 

Put your fans' agility to the test and let them compete against your team in
an obstacle course. You can use your own field as the location and then use
various props to create the course. Consider items such as ropes, balls,
tires, and weights. 
 
Decide whether participants can compete individually or in teams, get your
team on board, and find a reliable judge to give out points and declare the
final winner. You can even offer a prize such as a photoshoot with the team,
a signed jersey or game tickets. 

6. Dance-a-thon 

For the last idea, all you need is a place large enough to hold all the
participants such as your team’s usual venue. You'll also need good music,
and a DJ volunteer. Plan this for a weekend so people don't mind staying
long into the night and come up with an attractive prize for the winner. 
 
Don't forget to check with your community and county if you need any type
of special licensing to ensure you’re not accidentally breaking any rules. 
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